Morphological and Functional Evaluation of Axons and their Synapses during Axon Death in Drosophila melanogaster
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Abstract

Axon degeneration is a shared feature in neurodegenerative disease and when nervous systems are challenged by mechanical or chemical forces. However, our understanding of the molecular mechanisms underlying axon degeneration remains limited. Injury-induced axon degeneration serves as a simple model to study how severed axons execute their own disassembly (axon death). Over recent years, an evolutionarily conserved axon death signaling cascade has been identified from flies to mammals, which is required for the separated axon to degenerate after injury. Conversely, attenuated axon death signaling results in morphological and functional preservation of severed axons and their synapses. Here, we present three simple and recently developed protocols that allow for the observation of axonal morphology, or axonal and synaptic function of severed axons that have been cut-off from the neuronal cell body, in the fruit fly Drosophila. Morphology can be observed in the wing, where a partial injury results in axon death side-by-side of uninjured control axons within the same nerve bundle. Alternatively, axonal morphology can also be observed in the brain, where the whole nerve bundle undergoes axon death triggered by antennal ablation. Functional preservation of severed axons and their synapses can be assessed by a simple optogenetic approach coupled with a post-synaptic grooming behavior. We present examples using a highwire loss-of-function mutation and by over-expressing dmmnt, both capable of delaying axon death for weeks to months. Importantly, these protocols can be used beyond injury; they facilitate the characterization of neuronal maintenance factors, axonal transport, and axonal mitochondria.

Video Link

The video component of this article can be found at https://www.jove.com/video/60865/

Introduction

The morphological integrity of neurons is essential for sustained nervous system function throughout life. The vast majority of the neuronal volume is taken by axons¹; thus life-long maintenance of particularly long axons is a major biological and bioenergetic challenge for the nervous system. Multiple axonal-intrinsic and glial-extrinsic support mechanisms have been identified, ensuring life-long axonal survival. Their impairment results in axon degeneration², which is a common feature of nervous systems being challenged in disease, and by mechanical or chemical forces³,⁴. However, the underlying molecular mechanisms of axon degeneration remain poorly understood in any context, making the development of efficacious treatments to block axon loss challenging. The development of effective therapies against these neurological conditions is important, as they create an enormous burden in our society⁵.

Injury-induced axon degeneration serves as a simple model to study how severed axons execute their own disassembly. Discovered by and named after Augustus Waller in 1850, Wallerian degeneration (WD) is an umbrella term that comprises two distinct, molecularly separable processes. First, after axonal injury, axons separated from their cell bodies actively execute their own self-destruction (axon death) through an evolutionarily conserved axon death signaling cascade within one day after injury. Second, surrounding glia and specialized phagocytes engage and clear the resulting axonal debris within three to five days. The attenuation of axon death signaling results in severed axons that remain preserved for weeks⁶,⁷,⁸,⁹, while the attenuation of glial engulfment culminates in axonal debris which persists for weeks in vivo¹⁰,¹¹,¹²,¹³.

Research in flies, mice, rats and zebrafish revealed several evolutionarily conserved and essential mediators of axon death signaling⁶. Axon death mutants contain severed axons and synapses that fail to undergo axon death; they remain morphologically and functionally preserved for weeks, in the absence of cell body support⁶,¹⁰,¹²,¹³,¹⁶,¹⁷,¹⁸,¹⁹,²⁰,²¹,²²,²³. The discovery and characterization of these mediators led to the definition of a molecular pathway executing axon death. Importantly, axon death signaling is activated not only when the axon is cut, crushed or stretched⁴,⁵,¹⁰; it also seems to be a contributor in distinct animal models of neurological conditions (e.g., where axons degenerate in an injury-independent manner⁶, yet with a range of beneficial outcomes⁴,⁵). Therefore, understanding how axon death executes axon degeneration after injury might offer insights beyond a simple injury model; it could also provide targets for therapeutic intervention.
The fruit fly *Drosophila melanogaster* (*Drosophila*) has proven to be an invaluable system for axon death signaling. Research in the fly revealed four essential evolutionarily conserved axon death genes: *highwire (hiw)*\(^{11,14}\), *dnmnat\(^{12,26}\), *dsarm\(^{10}\) and *axundead (axed)\(^{12}\). The modification of these mediators — loss-of-function mutations of *hiw, dsarm* and *axed*, and over-expression of *dnmnat* — potently blocks axon death for the life span of the fly. While severed wild type axons undergo axon death within 1 day, severed axons and their synapses lacking *hiw, dsarm* or *axed* remain not only morphologically, but also functionally preserved for weeks. Whether functional preservation can also be achieved through high levels of *dnmnat* remains to be determined.

Here, we will present three simple and recently developed protocols to study axon death (e.g., the morphology and function of severed axons and their synapses over time) in the absence of cell body support. We demonstrate how attenuated axon death results in severed axons which are morphologically preserved with a *hiw* loss-of-function mutation (*hiw\(^{\Delta N}\)*) and how attenuated axon death results in severed axons and synapses that remain functionally preserved for at least 7 days with over-expression of *dnmnat (dnmnat\(^{OE}\)*). These protocols allow for the observation of individual axonal and synaptic morphology either in the central, or peripheral nervous system (CNS and PNS, respectively)\(^{13,14}\), while the functional preservation of severed axons and their synapses in the CNS can be visualized by the use of a simple optogenetic setup combined with grooming as a behavioral readout\(^{12}\).

**Protocol**

### 1. Observation of Axon Morphology During Axon Death in the PNS

1. **Wing injury: partial injury of axon bundles**
   1. Use 5 virgin females and 5 males from the right genotype (Figure 4A, P\(^0\) generation) to perform crosses at room temperature (RT). Pass P\(^0\) into new vials every 3–4 days. Collect freshly eclosed adult progeny (F\(^1\) generation) daily and age them for 7–14 days.
   2. Anesthetize flies on CO\(_2\) pads. Use micro scissors to cut the anterior wing vein roughly in the middle of the wing (Figure 1A). Use one wing for the injury and the other wing as an age-matched uninjured control. Apply one injury per wing, and make sure to get sufficient wings injured (approximately 15 wings).
      
      **NOTE:** The whole wing can be cut through, but it is sufficient to cut only the anterior wing vein. This is the strongest part of the wing.
   3. Recover the flies in food-containing vials.

2. **Wing dissection and visualization of axons**
   1. Spread 10 µL of halocarbon oil 27 with a pipette along a whole glass slide (Figure 1B).
   2. Cut off the injured, as well as, the uninjured control wing at desired time points (e.g., 1 or 7 days post injury). Use micro scissors to cut, and tweezers to grab the wing. Mount maximal 4 wings into halocarbon oil 27 (Figure 1B) and cover them with a cover slide.
   3. Image the wing immediately using a spinning disk microscope. Acquire a series of optical sections along the z-axis with 0.33 µm step-size and compress z-stacks into a single file for subsequent analyses.
      
      **NOTE:** Do not grab the anterior wing vein where cell bodies and axons are housed. Grab the wing at the center. The tissue in wings is not fixed; keep the time from mounting wings to imaging these under 8 min.

### Figure 1: Observation of axon morphology during axon death in the wing. (A) Schematic fly wing with two sparsely GFP-labeled sensory neurons, which are also separately indicated below. The site of injury and the field of observation are indicated. (B) Schematic setup for wing imaging. Injured and uninjured control wings (grey) are mounted in halocarbon oil 27 (red) on a glass slide (light blue) and covered with a cover slide (black). Please click here to view a larger version of this figure.

### 2. Observation of Axon and Synapse Morphology During Axon Death in the CNS

1. **Antennal ablation: injury of whole axon bundles**
   1. Use 5 virgin females and 5 males from the right genotype (Figure 5A, P\(^0\) generation) to perform crosses at RT. Pass P\(^0\) into new vials every 3–4 days. Collect freshly eclosed adult progeny (F\(^1\) generation) daily and let them age for 7 up to 14 days.
2. Anesthetize flies on CO₂ pads. Use tweezers to ablate the right 3rd antennal segment for unilateral ablation; or both left and right 3rd antennal segments for bilateral ablation (Figure 2A-C). This will remove GFP-labeled neuronal cell bodies, while their axonal projections remain in the CNS. NOTE: Antennal ablation severs the whole axon bundle. If unilateral ablation is performed, the axon bundle on the contralateral side (the unablated antenna) serves as internal control. Make sure to perform sufficient antennal ablations (approximately 15 animals).

3. Recover the flies in food-containing vials.

2. Brain dissection and visualization of axons

1. Mix silicone elastomer base (9 mL) and curing agent (1 mL) in a volume ratio of 10:1. Transfer each 5 mL mixture into a 35 mm tissue culture plate, and reduce air introduced by mixing with gentle agitation in the fume hood overnight. The mixture solidifies within 24 h. NOTE: Dissection plates must be prepared only once and may be used multiple times.

2. Anesthetize flies on CO₂ pads and decapitate adult heads using two tweezers at desired time points (e.g., 1 or 7 days after antennal ablation). Use one tweezer to grab the neck, and the other tweezer to fix the thorax. Gently pull the neck and head off the thorax. NOTE: Leave decapitated heads on the CO₂ pad until the desired number is achieved, but make sure to proceed to the next step within 30 min.

3. Transfer all heads into a 1.5 mL microcentrifuge tube containing 1 mL of fixing solution containing 4% paraformaldehyde (PFA) and 0.1% Triton X-100 in phosphate buffered saline (PBS) using tweezers that have been dipped into the fixing solution. NOTE: Fly heads stick well on wet tweezers. It makes it feasible to transfer all heads readily into the microcentrifuge tube.

4. Fix heads for 20 min with gentle agitation at RT. Put the microcentrifuge tube on ice, heads will gravitate to the bottom of the microcentrifuge tube. Remove the supernatant with a pipette and repeat this procedure with five 2 min washes with 1 mL of washing buffer containing 0.1% Triton X-100 in PBS with gentle agitation at RT, to remove residual fixing solution.

NOTE: Videos on how to dissect adult Drosophila brains are readily available.

5. Transfer the heads with a glass pipette into a dissection plate filled with washing buffer. Use one tweezer to grab and pull the proboscis off the head, while holding the head with the other tweezer. This will leave a hole were the proboscis was attached to the exoskeleton.

6. Use two tweezers to remove the exoskeleton between the hole and each compound eye. This will make it feasible to open the head structure with both tweezers, and to gently scratch out the brain within.

7. Clean each brain by removing trachea or fat stuck to it (Figure 2D, top). Once the brain is cleaned, put it in a new microcentrifuge tube containing 1 mL of washing buffer on ice.

NOTE: Damaged or lost optic lobes will not affect the olfactory lobe in the center of the brain (Figure 2D, top).

8. Replace washing buffer with 1 mL of fixing solution once all brains are collected and accumulated at the bottom of the microcentrifuge tube. Fix brains for 10 min with rocking at RT, followed by five 2 min washes with 1 mL of washing buffer with rocking at RT.

9. Apply primary antibodies (1:500) in washing buffer overnight with rocking at 4 °C, followed by 10 washes over 2 h using 1 mL of washing buffer with rocking at RT.

10. Apply secondary antibodies (1:500) in washing buffer 2 h with rocking at RT and wrap microcentrifuge tube in aluminum foil to block light. Keep the microcentrifuge tube covered with aluminum foil for the rest of the procedure. Apply ten washes with 1 mL of washing buffer over 2 h with rocking at RT.

11. Remove the supernatant and use a single drop of antifade reagent to cover the brains in the microcentrifuge tube. Incubate brains for at least 30 min at 4 °C before preparing them for mounting and imaging.

12. Prepare a cover slide, stick lab tape on it, and cut out a "T"-like shape from the tape (Figure 2D, bottom). The resulting space serves as area where the brain-containing antifade reagent will be pipetted into, preferably into both chambers. NOTE: Use a 20-200 µL pipette tip where 3 mm of the tip has been cut off to widen the opening of the pipette. This will make it feasible to pipette the brain-containing antifade reagent. Carefully cover the brains with a cover slide.

13. Use clay to prepare two small even rolls. Ensure that the clay rolls are not higher than the height of a glass slide. Stick the clay rolls onto the glass slide (Figure 2D, bottom). Place the brain-containing cover slide sandwich onto the clay rolls. NOTE: GFP-labeled axons and their synapses are located in the front of the brain. It is, therefore, easier to image them from the front. However, brains will either face up, or face down on the cover slide sandwich. Clay rolls serve as sandwich holders, and during imaging, the sandwich can be flipped upside down. This will make it feasible to acquire images from the front from every brain.

14. Acquire a series of optical sections along the z-axis with 1.0 µm step-size using a confocal microscope, and compress z-stacks into a single file for subsequent analyses, to assess the number of axonal projections remaining intact.
3. Grooming Induced by Optogenetics as a Readout for Axon and Synapse Function

1. Optogenetic setup
   1. Perform the optogenetic experiment in a dark room. Ensure that the setup consists of an 850 nm infrared (IR) LED spotlight to illuminate flies in the dark (Figure 3A), a flashing 660 nm red LED spotlight to activate neurons expressing CsChrimson, and a monochrome camera with a 700 nm longpass filter, which prevents the recording of red light flashes.
   2. Use a 3D printer to generate a tiny circular behavior chamber with a diameter of 1 cm, cover it with a cover slide, and place an 860 nm emitter coupled to the red LED spotlight next to the chamber (Figure 3B).
      NOTE: The emitter indicates when the red LED spotlight is on, thus activating the neurons.
   3. Mount the LED spotlights and the camera on top of the chamber (Figure 3A, C).
   4. Activate neurons by 10 Hz flashes during 10 s. The duration of activation can be adjusted according to the experimental design.

2. Preparing flies for optogenetics
   1. Melt fly food in a microwave. After the food cooled down, before solidification, add 1:100 of 20 mM all trans-retinal in ethanol (EtOH) to a final concentration of 200 µM. Mix well, and pour the food immediately into empty vials.
      NOTE: Avoid adding all trans-retinal to hot food, this could result in less efficient optogenetics.
   2. Cover vials containing solidified food with plugs or cotton balls. Wrap vials with aluminum foil. Then, store the food-containing vials in a dark, cold room.
   3. Use 5 virgin females and 5 males (Figure 6A, generation P₀) from the right genotype to perform crosses at RT. Pass P₀ into new vials every 3–4 days. Collect freshly eclosed adult progeny (generation F₁) on a daily base and let them age for 7 up to 14 days in aluminum-covered vials containing 200 µM all trans-retinal in fly food.
   4. Collect flies by tapping them from food-containing vials into an empty vial with no food. Cool the vial down in ice-containing water for approximately 30 s. Flies will fall asleep. Put individual flies rapidly into small chambers covered with a cover slide (Figure 3B).
      NOTE: As soon as flies warm up, they wake up. It is crucial to quickly spread individual flies into single chambers each. Avoid CO₂ pads to anaesthetize flies, this will impact their behavior.
5. Perform optogenetics to elicit antennal grooming. Here, the protocol consists of the following intervals: 30 s where the red light is absent, followed by 10 s of red-light exposure at 10 Hz. Repeat this procedure three times in total, followed by an additional 30 s interval where the red light is absent.

NOTE: This protocol can be adjusted according to the experimental preference.

6. Collect individual flies from each chamber on CO₂ pads. Subject them to antennal injury. Ablate both the left and the right 2nd antennal segments (Figure 2C). This will remove the cell bodies of Johnston's organ (JO) neurons, while the axonal projections remain in the CNS. Recover the flies in aluminum-covered vials containing 200 µM all trans-retinal.

NOTE: For antennal grooming induced by optogenetics, the sensory neuron cell bodies are housed in the 2nd antennal segment (Figure 2C).

7. At corresponding time points (e.g., 7 days post antennal ablation), subject flies to another grooming assay (go back to step 3.2.4).

Figure 3: Optogenetic setup to induce grooming as a readout for axon and synapse function. (A) Illustration of assembled components required for optogenetics. Infrared (IR) LED spotlight, camera and red LED spotlight (from left to right, respectively). The components including a detailed description are listed in the Table of Materials. (B) Top view illustration of a behavior chamber including an IR emitter to indicate red LED spotlight activation. (C) Illustration of a single mount setup. A total of three mount setups are required for the two LED spotlights and the camera, respectively. Please click here to view a larger version of this figure.

Representative Results

Above, we described three methods to study the morphology and function of severed axons and their synapses. The first method allows for high-resolution observation of individual axons in the PNS. It requires clones generated by the MARCM technique. Here, we performed crosses to generate wild type and highwire mutant MARCM clones (Figure 4A). A simple cut in the middle of the wing induces axon injury of neurons housed distal (e.g., at the outer side of the wing), while proximal neurons (e.g., between the cut site and the thorax) remain uninjured. This approach makes it feasible to observe axon death side-by-side of uninjured control axons in the same nerve bundle (Figure 1A, Figure 4B). Here, we used a genetic background resulting in low numbers of GFP-labeled clones (e.g., two in each experiment). We present examples of 1 and 7 days after injury of wild type axons, to provide examples of control axons, axons undergoing axon death, and axonal fragments being cleared by surrounding glia, respectively. In addition, we repeated axonal injury in highwire mutants where we analyzed the outcome 7 days after injury.

Uninjured control wings harbor two wild-type clones, thus two GFP-labeled wild-type axons (Figure 4B, wild type, uninjured control). One day after cutting the middle of the wing by the use of micro scissors, axon death is induced in GFP-labeled axons where cell bodies are distal to the cut site, while axons from proximally housed cell bodies serve as an internal control within the same nerve bundle (Figure 4B, wild type, 1 day post injury). Note the axonal debris trace in the upper part indicated by the arrow. 7 days after axonal injury, GFP-labeled axonal debris is cleared by surrounding glia, while GFP labeled uninjured control axons remain in the nerve bundle (Figure 4B, wild type, 7 days post injury, arrow). In contrast, highwire mutant axons that have been severed for 7 days remain morphologically preserved, consistent with previous findings (Figure 4B, highwire, 7 days post injury, arrow). These results demonstrate the powerful visual resolution of the Drosophila wing. Axon death can be observed side-by-side of uninjured controls in the same nerve bundle. While wild-type axons undergo axon death within 1 day after injury and the resulting debris is cleared within 7 days, axon death deficient highwire mutants remain morphologically preserved for 7 days.
Figure 4: Approach to study axon death of GFP-labeled sensory neuron axons in the wing. (A) Schematic crosses to generate wild type and highwire clones in the wing (P₀ and F₁ generation, respectively). Virgin females are on the left, males on the right. See Table of Materials for genotype details. (B) Examples of control and injured GFP-labeled axons. The field of view is indicated in (Figure 1A). From left to right: uninjured wild type control axons, wild type axons 1-day post injury, wild type axons 7 days post injury, highwire mutant axons 7 days post injury, respectively. Arrows indicate severed axons, Scale bar = 5 µm. Please click here to view a larger version of this figure.

The second method describes how to visualize whole axon bundles projecting into the CNS where they form synapses, which belong to neurons housed in both left and right antennae (Figure 2A-C). Here, we performed crosses to generate wild type and highwire MARCM clones (Figure 5A). Uninjured, GFP-labeled axons and their synapses can be visualized over the course of days to weeks, in the absence of injury (Figure 5B). Wild type, uninjured control. Alternatively, animals can be subjected to 3rd antennal segment ablation, and severed GFP-labeled axons and their synapses can be observed during a time course over hours to days. We focused on 7 days after antennal ablation, because at this time point, axons and their synapses have undergone axon death, and resulting debris is cleared by surrounding glia. If unilateral ablation of the right antenna is performed, then the right axon bundle is severed and will disassemble and the resulting debris is fully cleared 7 days after injury (Figure 5B, wild type, unilateral ablation, 7 days post injury, arrows), consistent with previous findings. Alternatively, both the right and the left antennae can be ablated, which will sever both axon bundles, and 7 days after injury, axons and their synapses disappeared (Figure 5B, wild type, bilateral ablation, 7 days post injury, arrow). In contrast, unilateral ablation of the right antennae in highwire mutants results in severed axons that remain preserved 7 days post injury, consistent with previous findings. These results demonstrate that severed wild-type axons undergo axon death and the resulting debris is cleared within 7 days, while axon death deficient highwire mutants fail to undergo axon death and remain morphologically preserved for 7 days.

Figure 5: Approach to study axon death of GFP-labeled sensory neuron axons in the brain. (A) Schematic crosses to generate wild type and highwire clones in the brain (P₀ and F₁ generation, respectively). Virgin females are on the left, males on the right. See Table of Materials for genotype details. (B) Examples of control and injured GFP-labeled axons. From left to right: uninjured wild type control axons, wild type axons 7 days post unilateral antennal ablation, wild type 7 days post bilateral antennal ablation, and highwire mutants 7 days post unilateral antennal ablation, respectively. Arrows indicate severed axon bundles, Scale bar = 10 µm. Please click here to view a larger version of this figure.
The third method allows for the observation of functional preservation of severed axons and their synapses in the CNS. It relies on the manipulation of a subset of JO neurons housed in the 2nd antennal segment which are sufficient to induce antennal grooming. Expression of a red-shifted channelrhodopsin (CsChrimson) in JO neurons, combined with dietary supplementation of all-trans-retinal, is sufficient to elicit a simple post-synaptic grooming behavior upon red light exposure\(^2,30\). Here, we performed crosses to generate wild type JO neurons, and JO neurons over-expressing dnmnata (dnmnat\(^{OE}\)) (Figure 6A). Wild type flies or flies containing JO neurons with attenuated axon death (dnmnat\(^{OE}\)), both harbor a potent grooming behavior before injury. However, 7 days post injury (e.g., bilateral ablation of the 2\(^{nd}\) antennal segment), grooming fails to be elicited by optogenetics in wild type flies due to injury-induced axon and synapse degeneration, while animals with attenuated axon death continue to groom (Figure 6B, Movie 1, 2). Attenuated axon death is therefore capable of functionally preserving severed axons and their synapses for 7 days.

**A**  
Wild type: 
\[ w^{+} \rightarrow 2 nUAS-yw \rightarrow \text{CsChrimson: mVenus} \rightarrow \text{G2D:GFP} \rightarrow \text{aFil}} \]

**B**  
\[ w^{+} \rightarrow 2 nUAS-yw \rightarrow \text{CsChrimson: mVenus} \rightarrow \text{G2D:GFP} \rightarrow \text{aFil}} \]

**C**  
\[ w^{+} \rightarrow 2 nUAS-yw \rightarrow \text{CsChrimson: mVenus} \rightarrow \text{G2D:GFP} \rightarrow \text{aFil}} \]

Figure 6: Approach to visualize axonal and synaptic function after axotomy. (A) Schematic crosses to generate wild type and dnmnata over-expressing JO sensory neurons (P\(_0\), and F\(_1\), generation, respectively). Virgin females are on the left, males on the right. See Table of Materials for genotype details. (B) Individual ethograms of grooming behavior induced by optogenetics. Top: individual ethograms of wild type flies before and 7 days after injury (blue). Bottom: individual ethograms of flies over-expressing dnmnata (dnmnat\(^{OE}\)) in JO neurons before and 7 days after injury (red). Each bin indicates at least 1 grooming behavior within 1 s. The black line indicates the sum of all bins. (C) Quantification of grooming behavior. Data is shown as average ± standard deviation, \( p > 0.001 \) (one-way ANOVA, multiple comparison with Tukey’s post hoc test). Please click here to view a larger version of this figure.

Movie 1: Representative wild type grooming behavior elicited by optogenetics before and 7 days after antennal ablation. Please click here to download this video.

Movie 2: Representative grooming behavior elicited by optogenetics in flies over-expressing dnmnata in JO neurons before and 7 days after antennal ablation. Please click here to download this video.

**Discussion**

The protocols described here allow for the robust and reproducible observation of morphology as well as function of axons and their synapses separated from their cell bodies in *Drosophila*. The wing assay facilitates the observation of axon death side-by-side of uninjured control axons in the PNS\(^14\), while the antennal assay facilitates the observation of whole nerve bundles of GFP-labeled axons and their synapses, to assess both morphology and function in the brain (CNS)\(^12\). There are critical steps and certain advantages for each approach to study morphology that have to be taken into consideration when designing experiments.

To observe axon morphology in the PNS in the wing, experiments can be readily performed, because of the transparency of the wing: it allows to bypass dissection and immunohistochemistry. The wing assay facilitates the observation of axon death side-by-side of uninjured control axons in the PNS\(^14\), while the antennal assay facilitates the observation of whole nerve bundles of GFP-labeled axons and their synapses, to assess both morphology and function in the brain (CNS)\(^12\). There are critical steps and certain advantages for each approach to study morphology that have to be taken into consideration when designing experiments.

To observe axon and synapse morphology in the CNS, brain dissections have to be performed. They offer the advantage of visualizing additional axonal and synaptic markers by the use of immunohistochemistry, and synapses can be observed alongside axons in the same field of view\(^10,13\). A large collection of characterized olfactory receptor neuron (ORN) Gal4 drivers is readily available\(^10\), and frequently, OR22aGal4 is the driver of choice. For antennal ablation, cell bodies of OR22a neurons are housed in the 3rd antennal segment (Figure 2B). A fluorescence intensity-based quantification is used to quantify the degeneration of either axons or synapses\(^13\). Conversely, experiments are time consuming due to brain dissection and antibody staining.
To visualize axonal and synaptic function after axotomy, optogenetics is used to trigger antennal grooming: it serves as a readout for functional preservation of severed axons and their synapses. The grooming circuit and corresponding sensory, inter- and motoneuron Gal4 drivers have been thoroughly described. GM606E02Gal4 labels a subset of Johnston's organ (JO) sensory neurons, which are required and sufficient for grooming. For antennal ablation, cell bodies of JO neurons are housed in the 2nd antennal segment (Figure 2B). An optogenetic setup can readily be built from scratch, or an existing setup adjusted. Importantly, experiments have to be performed in a dark room, and flies thus visualized with an infrared (IR) LED spotlight. When using CsChrimson as a channel, it is crucial to supply the food with all trans-retinal and a red LED spotlight to activate JO neurons. Alternatively, blue light-sensitive channels and a blue LED spotlight, or the TrpA1 channel and temperature can be used for neuronal activation and the quantification of grooming behavior has already been described.

When these assays are used to specifically study axon death, it is important to note that the phenotype of morphological or functional preservation should be robust over time. There are cases where axon death leads to a consistent yet less pronounced phenotype in morphological preservation, and whether such a phenotype translates into functional preservation remains to be determined.

Axon death phenotypes have also been observed in neurons during development of Drosophila larvae, where nerves were crushed rather than injured. Here, we specifically focused on adult Drosophila neurons which completed development. In this context, the use of RNA interference, or tissue-specific CRISPR/Cas9 can readily be implemented. Importantly, the above techniques can be used in an axon death independent context: they facilitate the characterization of neuronal maintenance factors, axonal transport, age-dependent axonal mitochondria changes, and morphology of axonal mitochondria.
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